Secondary source resources for disability history

Secondary Sources on Reserve at UTA's Central Library
Gary L. Albrecht, ed., *Encyclopedia of Disability* (vol. 5) (available online as well)

Susan Burch, ed., *The Encyclopedia of American Disability History* (3 volumes; all contain primary sources)

H-DISABILITY Discussion Network
The main academic listserv on disability history. H-DISABILITY has a monthly feature on new scholarship in the field of disability history. Discussion logs are fully searchable and list members are quite helpful to students.

Disability History Association Resources
Contains links to recent publications and doctoral dissertations in disability history.

RaceSci Eugenics Bibliography

Eugenics Bibliography
This bibliography was put together by Prof. Paul Lombardo, one of the major historians of eugenics in the United States.

UTA Library Guide on Comic Books & Graphic Novels
Includes links to the Library of Congress's guide to comic books and scholarly and general discussions on comic books and graphic novels.
TSHA Handbook of Texas

Regularly updated online encyclopedia of Texas history provided by the Texas State Historical Association.